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The spotted hawk swoops by and accuses me, 
he complains of my gab and my loitering.

I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable…..

—Walt Whitman, Song of Myself Number 52

BIRD LAND 
Social/Eco-art project for the birds in the Brightwalk Neighborhood

 



Built Infrastructure for neighborhood bird habitat

Query: How can eco-art be effective on this site?

Issue: Neighborhood is still shallowly rooted and not connected.

Resources: Bird population is diverse and people are settling in. 

Solution: Create bird neighborhoods that give depth and connectivity to the human 
neighborhood. 

Methods:  To create a series of stations of observation and learning and wonder. Bird habitat 
becomes a common neighborhood goal. The project combines art and landscape to 
create a series of three habitats for birds.  These stations of observation and interaction 
establish discernable places to begin the neighborhood’s dialogue with the birds and nature 
that permeate the community.  The art becomes a site-based frame for social action. The 
art helps generate events and programs for all ages: dawn-chorus bird walks, backyard bird 
counts, bird feeding co-op. All these give the neighborhood cohesiveness through a shared 
and ongoing experience of making their neighborhood a bird sanctuary. The artwork sparks 
a strategy that enables the neighbors to take the next steps in building their neighborhood 
for the birds— this is social eco-art.



Why birds?
Birds are our first handshake with nature. We watch birds and we are thrilled by their colors 
and behavior. Birds remain fascinating to all generations, and the knowledge of birds never 
seems to grown old. Birds are as non-denominational as the weather, shareable under all 
circumstances. While birds are our ambassadors to nature, perhaps in these times of social 
isolation, birds can also be ambassadors for our interpersonal relationships. Birds can start a 
conversation. I want to look into ways of supporting bird populations in the nieghbor

Bird Land Concept: neighborhood supported habitat 
Taking scattered remnant landscapes to make whole neighborhood habitat for the birds is a 
perfect overlay of making individual houses into a cohesive 
neighborhood for people.  It is about bringing the pieces of the landscape 
together into an integrated bird habitat with special nodes of food 
sources, nesting areas and cover.  A ‘quilt of habitat’ is made from 
the remnant pieces of the landscape, and like a quilt, this landscape 
is made meaningful and whole with originally disparate parts. 



The Bird is the Client
This Bird Land project uses ecology for civic engagement. The bird is the client.  With 
increased habitat enhancement, birds will enjoy better food sources and nesting 
opportunities; and the neighborhood will create added value by its daily experience of 
birds in nature.  By improving the habitat for small creatures, we can in turn improve the 
neighborhood for ourselves. When we welcome the birds and then we too are welcomed 
into nature. The neighborhood is re-zoned by nature’s own hierarchies of diversity and 
expansiveness, and man-made boundaries fall away.  The entire Brightwalk neighborhood 
can become more connected beginning with three habitat nodes. These nodes are 
water based, forming links in the landscape to help people navigate through the entire 
neighborhood landscape: from the stream at the entrance to interior storm water outfall, to 
the retention basins at the neighborhood’s edge.  The boundaries of the neighborhood are 
based on bird habitat and flight patterns, and create a flowing system of connectivity that 
trumps the confines of roads and sidewalks. 

Birds are gifted at bridging the generational gaps and the gaps of economics.  Activities like 
feeding and observing birds can be carried out at any age.  Birds become a shared subject 
to talk about, one that every member of the community has some interest in.  Birds blur 
the sense of real estate boundaries: they are a shared part of the landscape, and are not 
confined by property lines.   The neighborhood must work all together and across borders of 
ownership to make a better, more diverse habitat for the bird populations. Every part of the 
neighborhood must collaborate on utilizing the remnant landscapes and backyards to make 
an overall habitat that works for the birds.  



First steps for the Artwork
The first steps of the art process would be to create three bird-based habitats in the 
Brightwalk neighborhood: they each have a place in along the passage of stream and rain 
water that increases the richness of the habitat. The progress is enter, flow, connect. 

Where BRIGHTWALK
ENTRANCE

CULVERT HILL RETENTION BASINS

Water’s
Journey

Water enters 
neighborhood       

Water flows through 
neighborhood

Water collects from 
neighborhood

Bird Representative Fly catcher Red-tail Hawk Red-winged black-
bird

Action Planting signage and: 
benches, boardwalk

Planting, signage 
and: Tall snags + 
perching

Planting  signage 
and: nest boxes + 
perching



Perches & Snags, Benches & Signage
Some of the built manifestations of the art project will be artful perches and new forms of 
constructed deadwood or snags for raptors to perch and nest.  These could be made of 
enduring materials like steel and wood and painted to add color to the landscape.

Benches and signage would be a part of making these habitats inviting and understandable 
to humans.  Creating signage that allows people to understand the different bird’s activities 
and introduces ways to record daily bird sitings, would be part of the built aspect of the 
project.



Enhancing the Landscape as Habitat
Another large component of the project would be the enrichment of the existing landscape. 
This will be the celebration of plants shrubs and trees that bear food for birds, and give good 
nesting opportunities and protection for predators.  Hedgerows of berry-bearing shrubs 
like hawthorn, viburnum and elderberry and swaths of Carolina rose and Sumac, will add 
seasonal color and ongoing avian feeding activity among the crisscrossing pattern of the 
branches. 

Neglected overgrown public spaces are a great space for birds, but not so wonderful 
for neighborhoods.  So these habitat landscapes need to be carefully designed to make 
them work for both people and birds.   Islands of denser habitat connected by boardwalks 
could make a wonderful place where people could linger on their walks through the 
neighborhood and watch the birds in among  shrub branches. More shade trees will also 
supply perching and nesting sites and create a more comfortable outdoor habitat for 
humans in the hot summer months. An important aspect of this project is to bring people out 
of doors and give them a linear progression of habitats to follow as well as places to stop 
and observe along the way.  

Water is an important asset for birds and its presence increases habitat diversity and gives 
more food options. It is essential to keep water quality as high as possible and planted with 
appropriate native species that would grow on the banks of the stream to keep the water 
shaded and a better habitat for insects and fish that would live in the water.



Remembering Birdsongs 
The art component would also work out ways to introduce bird songs: and to show the 
mnemonics of bird song that people have long used to remember which bird is singing 
that familiar tune. Listening to bird song changes when you hear the Rufus sided Towhee’s 
insistent “ drink your tea” and the  Song sparrow’ “Madge-Madge-Madge put on the 
teakettle-ettle-ettle”.   The Red-wing Blackbird’s buzzy “Po- pourri”  the late evening call 
of the Barred Owl “Who cooks for you”  the White-throated Sparrow “Oh sweet Canada-
Canada-Canada”  Knowing these translations allows people to memorize multiple birdsongs 
and keep them in their heads for years. Having this knowledge of birdsong lets people know 
who is singing and brings a sense of being at home in nature. This comfort with the natural 
world can take its first step with a connection to birds.

Sustainable Bird Centered Activities: Bird Walks
This ongoing connection people through the connection to birds an hugely important 
aspect of the project. The neighborhood activities built around the understanding and 
support of the birds is a large component.  There are many possibilities for groups of people 
to form around bird activities.  The first activity should be an ongoing series of naturalist 
led bird walk at sunrise to get to know the singers in the avian dawn chorus. This can also 
happen as local elementary schools come to Brightwalk to take bird watching field trips. In 
time, Brightwalk could become a destination for local bird-watchers.  

Sustainable Bird Centered Activities: Bird Counts
Neighbors could participate in the Back Yard Bird Count.  Sponsored by the Cornell 
Laboratory of Ornithology and Audubon, this activity is renowned for bringing people of 
different ages together in the common goal of counting the bird populations. It is excellent 
at encouraging kids and older people alike to keep their eyes and ears open, and hone 
their powers of observation.  It also makes people aware of changes in bird populations over 
time, as certain species increase and decrease across several years.  Rather than rooting 
for a distant sports team, this neighborhood could find real excitement in record-breaking 
numbers of cedar waxwings in a particular winter.



Sustainable Bird Centered Activities: Brightwalk Bird Webite
There could be a website for neighborhood sitings of birds that can be accessed by the 
neighborhood and looked at by bird watchers everywhere.  The website could include 
recorded bird songs to help identify the birds through their songs, lists of food that different 
species eats and the plants these birds live with.    In order to produce some revenue, the 
web site could sell bird song cell phone ring tones.

Sustainable Bird Centered Activities: Bird Seed Co-op
Bird feeding is a great way to attract birds into the both the front and backyards of the 
houses and into the public areas. For the best support of bird populations, bird feeding 
should remain consistent throughout the seasons—  but it can get to be expensive.  This 
project could initiate a a movement to build and put up bird feeders and create a Brighwalk 
birdseed co-op to buy seed in bulk and distribute it through the neighborhood.   This allows 
people to meet around the act of feeding birds. Instead of ‘borrowing a cup of sugar’ 
from a neighbor, neighborhood kids could run down to their bird seed co-op shed to get a 
five pound bag of striped sunflower seeds or cracked corn.  Like assigning a River Keeper 
to a water way, this neighborhood could establish a Bird Keeper. There could be a public 
feeder that the Bird Keeper takes care of. Groups of children and young adults could study 
afterschool with the Bird Keeper and make nest boxes and research their placement. The 
Bird Keeper would spearhead the bird-centered group activities and enrich the learning 
possibilities. There could be an ongoing study of bird habitat and recreating what birds 
need to thrive.  This group could also investigate the larger connections of where migrating 
birds fly to and what places they pass over in order to get there.    Geography, ecology, 
animal behavior and urban planning could be touch points of understanding the world — all 
beginning with a birds eye view!



BIRD LAND 

Artist’s studio based tasks at the McColl Center:
•Meet with local ornithologists and naturalists
•Research perching structures
•Research signage and bird song mnemonics
•Plan and site the habitat zones
•Research food sources for birds
•Find local sources for native plant material
•Build prototypes in shop 
•Design signage

Artist’s on site tasks at Brightwalk
•Help organize bird-watching dawn walks with naturalists.
• lead a workshop to make a bird-watching journal and field trip to ‘collect’ species
•Test out half and full scale prototypes of perching structures and nesting snags with 
neighborhood volunteers
•Layout habitat zones and planting
•Remove invasive species with neighborhood volunteers
•Plant shrubs and bare root trees and shrubs with neighborhood volunteers
•Layout boardwalk 
•Construct boardwalk with construction company 
• Begin work on website with tech person and neighborhood volunteers 
•Do a workshop on bird feathers and bird songs
•Make bird-based silkscreened t-shirts to sell to raise money for bird seed and feeders
• Work on ways to create a birdseed co-op
•Paint / thermoplastic silhouettes of birds on the pavement
•Do a workshop/field trip on migration and food sources 
•Install signs 
•Make recordings of birdsong in the neighborhood with tech person and neighborhood 
volunteers. Create a time lapse recording from dawn to dusk.


